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Is this answer helpful?

A magnitude 5.6 earthquake shook Oklahoma on Saturday, tied
for the strongest quake ever recorded in the state. Odds are it
was triggered by fracking operations, specifically the subsurface
injection of fracking wastewater and produced waters in general,
even from non-fracking operations.
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Is fracking linked to earthquakes?



What is fracking in Oklahoma?



Does fracking cause earthquakes USGS?



When did the energy industry begin fracking?
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Study shows fracking and earthquakes in Oklahoma â€¦
www.businessinsider.com/earthquakes-fracking-oklahoma-research-2018-2
Oklahoma is being pummeled by earthquakes, a phenomenon scientists have strongly
tied to wastewater injection and the practice of fracking. A new study highlights just how
strong that connection is.

New study links Oklahoma earthquakes to fracking |
MSNBC
www.msnbc.com › â€¦ › Economy › Green
To bolster its claims, the study also points to the link between fracking and earthquakes
in Arkansas, Ohio, Texas, and other parts of Oklahoma. In Oklahoma, the study â€¦

FAQs | Earthquakes in Oklahoma
https://earthquakes.ok.gov/faqs
â€œOklahoma is the small earthquake capital of the U.S.,â€� Boak clarifies. â€œWe
have a preponderance of smaller earthquakes and they appear to be a feature of this
induced seismicity.â€� Myth: Oklahomaâ€™s earthquakes are caused by fracking.

Oklahoma earthquake reignites concerns that fracking â€¦
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/2016/11/07/oklahoma-earthquake...
Nov 07, 2016 · Oklahoma earthquake reignites concerns that fracking wells may be the
cause A 5.0 magnitude earthquake that rattled north-central Oklahoma Sunday was only
the sixth of that strength in state history and has reawakened concerns that oil and gas
activity could be causing the tremors.

Confirmed: Oklahoma Earthquakes Caused By Fracking
â€¦
https://www.ecowatch.com/confirmed-oklahoma-earthquakes-caused-by...
Confirmed: Oklahoma Earthquakes Caused By Fracking Despite the enormous increase
in earthquakes in Oklahoma that started at the same time as heavy fracking began
thereâ€”with the number of earthquakes over 3.0 magnitude skyrocketing from an average
of less than two a year to 585 last yearâ€”the state has been in official denial about the
â€¦

Induced Earthquakes - USGS Earthquake Hazards â€¦
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/induced/myths.php
In Oklahoma, which has the most induced earthquakes in US, only 1-2% of the
earthquakes can be linked to hydraulic fracturing operations. The remaining earthquakes
are induced by wastewater disposal. Fact 2: Not â€¦

Videos of oklahoma earthquakes fracking
bing.com/videos

See more videos of oklahoma earthquakes fracking

What is causing Oklahoma's record earthquakes? - CBS
News
https://www.cbsnews.com/news/is-fracking-causing-oklahomas-earthquakes
OKLAHOMA-- After a swarm of small earthquakes in Oklahoma, the state ordered oil
drillers on Monday to reduce the amount of waste water they inject into the ground.
Oklahoma -- not California -- is now America's earthquake capital. Until 2008, the state
averaged one or two a year. Now it's almost three a day.

Earthquakes in Oklahoma
https://earthquakes.ok.gov
Welcome to earthquakes.ok.gov. Throughout this website, you will find research,
regulations, updates and news items related to Oklahomaâ€™s recent earthquakes.

Oklahoma's 5.6-Magnitude Earthquake Sparks Fracking
Fears
www.newsweek.com/oklahoma-earthquake-sparks-fracking-fears-495574
One of the strongest earthquakes ever recorded in Oklahoma rattled a state where
seismic activity has become a growing concern, sending tremors through six neighboring
states, the United States Geological Survey said on Saturday. The quake, which struck
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14 km (9 miles) northwest of Pawnee in north ...

Induced Earthquakes - USGS Earthquake Hazards â€¦
https://earthquake.usgs.gov/research/induced
Between the years 1973â€“2008, there was an average of 21 earthquakes of magnitude
three and larger in the central and eastern United States. This rate has ballooned to â€¦
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